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 Copy the link above, login and download the file, it will be.rar or you may save it on your computer and then right click and
extract. You may also read about the book theorinm@aol.com. Rémi : How is the digital text input? Can the first three digits of
the city, time and date be saved from each of the three fields to each of the three screens? Does your digital text input record

the city and time AND date if you choose? Molly : good question! On the touchscreens and digital text entry there is no way to
select only city and time, however, if you want to have city and time you have to go into the settings and delete the entry for

month and day. In order to save the city and time information you have to type in a date. So a program could have all the city,
time, and date information saved. Ed : In the information screens, why is the compass arrow, or is it just "?" pointed to the

"north" direction? (I've never been to the Met and don't plan on going.) Molly : The compass arrow is pointing to the north (or
south) direction. The arrows are on the screens so you can see where you are. In the Met, there are not compass arrows in the

scopes. Rémi : It's also called "hertz," in case you're wondering. Though I don't understand it's actual use in a tool. I mean, what
is the purpose of hertz in a tool? Molly : yes, hertz is the name of the unit. HZ is a measure of the number of cycles per second.
This is usually the speed of an electrical signal. However, there are many other units of measurement and it is more accurate to
specify a frequency. Peter : Is there a way to get an icon for the points of the compass on the'real' screens? Molly : yes, on the
screens we just mentioned. The towers are actually icons of the compass points. You can right-click on the tower and select
"show compass" (or whatever you want to call it). sally : Ms. Hek I noticed that on the newbie screen there is an option for

orientation. If you choose "Landscape" it will not be rotated. Can you please tell us which phones will work with the orientation?
Are there any 82157476af
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